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during the paper development, it is very important to be able to understand the importance of moisture content and distribution in the final
product. prisma al-12/14 includes a 3-point moisture analysis feature that allows you to analyze your sample at three different points of your

sample to get moisture content distribution information at the point of interest. prisma al-12/14 is completely free of charge for all new thermo
scientific users. prisma al-12/14 offers a unique thermal feature that automatically preheats your sample prior to analysis. this feature can be
activated before analysis, reducing the time required to achieve peak performance. prisma al-12/14 is completely free of charge for all new

thermo scientific users. as this is the second blog post in a week about the preparation of the sem prisma, we thought it would be a good time to
check in with primavera’s machine. the prisma al-12/14 is a software upgrade to the prisma system. it is aimed at increasing throughput on the
production of composite materials, with new features that enhance the previously introduced mapping and materials features. the new features
make the software ideal for use in a core facility, where a customer-support center can be located at the customer site. this video is taken on the

thermo scientific prisma e sem equipped with a 30 mm2 eds detector. we demonstrate the speed of chemisem technology with composition
automatically identified (autoid) and easy selection of elements of interest. i have been working with primavera for a long time. we use the

primavera p6 system for over a decade in our company. the primavera p6 technology used to be proprietary, but now it is open source. prisma is
a software solution, which integrates with the primavera p6 system. prisma is not a replacement for the existing primavera p6 system. rather, it

is an upgrade to the existing primavera p6 system and is designed to meet the needs of many of our customers. prisma is a versatile open-
source software solution that is well suited to providing the best possible image processing, data collection, and inspection capabilities for

materials analysis. the software is ideal for core facilities, with a customer-support center located at the customer site. 5ec8ef588b
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